
SORABA TALUK LEVEL PREPARATORY EXAMINATION – 2021 

Subject: II Language ENGLISH                                                                     Sub code: 31E 
Time: 1 Hour.                                                                                                    Max.marks:40 

Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions/incomplete statements. 

One of them is correct or the most appropriate. Choose the correct alternative and 

write only with its letter of alphabet. 

Part - A 

Grammar and vocabulary 

 
1.  Fill in the blanks with the suitable prefix. 

Most of the words were _________ spelt by him.  

a. un.   b. in.    c. mis.    d. dis. 

 

2. Select the correct infinitive.  

Raju is a retired officer. He usually walks to the market. Sometimes he wishes to go on his bicycle.  

a. is    b. Walks.   c. wishes.   d. to go 

 

3.  Fill in the blanks with the correct article.  

He is _________ man who is wanted by the police.  

a. an.    b. the.   c. a.    d. zero. 

 

4. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition.  

Next week they are leaving _________ London.  

a. for.    b. with.  c. by.    d. to. 

 

5. Connect the sentences using the correct linker.  

He could study well __________ failed to score more.  

a. Or.    b. though.   c. but.    d. and  

 

6. Which one of the following words has two syllables?  

a. centre.   b. carpenter.   c. cream.   d. creativity. 

 

7.  Which of the following word pairs is a correct collocative?  

a. long - estate.  b. lengthy - estate.  c. large - estate.  d. big - estate.  

 

8. Complete the sentence using the correct 'if 'clause.  

If everything had been fine we _______ completed the S. S. L. C. exam.  

a. will have.   b. shall have.   c. would.   d. Would have.  

 

9. Choose the correct auxiliary verb.  

One of my friends ___________ a surgeon.  

a. are    b. is.    c. were    d. have.  

 

10.  Identify the parts of speech of the underlined word.  

She works nicely  

a. noun.   b. adjective.   c. adverb.   d. verb.  
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11.  Identify the language function of the underlined words.  

Customer: May I park my vehicle here?  

Constable: No. You can't. It's not a parking area.  

a. Disagreeing.  b. request.   c. Suggestion.   d. asking permission.  

 

12. Which one of the following words is correctly spelt?  

a. receipt.   b. reciept.  c. riceept.   d. reicept.  

 

13. Find out the comparative degree sentence.  

a. Milk is more better than any other food.          b. Milk is the best of all the food.  

c. Milk is better than any other food.           d. No other food is as good as milk.  

 

14.  Read the given sentence and identify the correct question tag.  

I could speak English fluently.  

a. couldn't I?   b. could I?   c. can't I?   d. can I?  

 

15.  Find the correct passive form of the given sentence.  

Swami caught a burglar.  

a. A burglar is caught by Swami.   b. A burglar was caught by Swami.  

c. A burglar was being caught by Swami.  d. A burglar had been caught by Swami.  

 

16. Select the one word which could mean the given sentence.  

One who travels to the workplace daily.  

a. Customer.   b. custodian.   c. commuter   d. controller.  

 

17. Which of the following sentences is correctly written using ' too---to'.  

a. The problem is too difficult so we can't solve it.  

b. The problem is more difficult to solve.  

c. The problem is so difficult that we can't solve it.  

d. The problem is too difficult to solve it.  

 

18. Select the correct reporting (reported speech) form of the given statement.  

Nivedhan said to Sakshi, "Where were you yesterday?"  

a. Nivedhan asked Sakshi where she was the previous day.  

b. Nivedhan asked Sakshi where she had been the previous day.  

c. Nivedhan asked Sakshi where were you the previous day.  

d. Nivedhan asked Sakshi where she has been the previous day.  

 

19. Select the sentence which is correctly written.  

a. Last year we have not written the exam.  

b. Last year we do not write the exam.  

c. Last year we did not write the exam.  

d. Last year we did not wrote the exam. 

 

20.  Use the correct form of a word given in bracket. 

We actually need ___________ (tech) assistance.  

a. technology.   b. technical   c. technolized.  d. technic. 
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Part - B 

Text 
 

 

21.   Swami’s father asked him to sleep alone in the office room as he  

a. wanted him to catch the burglar.           b. wanted him to prove that he had courage.  

c. wanted him to look after the office.         d. wanted him to prove that he had strength.  

 

22. “Aiyo! Something has bitten me,” was the cry of ________. 

a. Swami   b. Servant  c. Burglar  d. Cook  

 

23.  Grandma was a genius because _____________________ .  

a. she was skilful     b. she loved trees 

c. she was good     d. she could climb trees 

 

24. “There’s a girl by the tracks” These were the voices of____________ . 

a. Dinesh Talreja     b. Baleshwar Mishra  

c. People in the opposite train   d. station master  

 

25.   The quality of mercy is compared to_____________ . 

a. fire   b. sceptre  c. crown  d. the gentle rain from heaven  

 

26. The old man had agreed to sell the land for_____________ . 

a. twelve hundred dollars    b. twelve thousand dollars  

c. seven hundred dollars `    d. seven thousand dollars  

 

27.  Ambedkar fought against the __________ .  

 a. social justice     b. equality  

c. upliftment of the deprived classes   d. social injustice.  

 

28.  Poet V. K. Gokak desires to sing about the _________ . 

a. natural beauty of mother India.  b. beggars and lepers.  

c. hard workers .     d. early strikes.  

 

29. Jazz player closed his eyes, bent his head down. It suggests that he is a___________. 

a. black man.  b. messenger   c. commanding artist.   d. pathetic figure.  

 

30. Smitha’s family moved to Bombay ____________________ . 

a. so that Ananth could learn Sitar    

b. so that Ananth could learn tennis  

c. so that Ananth could be treated at the Cancer hospital  

d. so that Ananth could attend concerts.  

 

31.   Satish Gujral is a famous _______________ . 

a. artist   b. politician   c. social worker   d. doctor  
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32. “I feel him warm, but how can he or make it day or night”.   

 The ‘him’ here refers to  

a. light  b. the sun   c. the moon    d. a bulb  

 

33. What was there in the mysterious parcel? 

a. Cake. b. pamphlets.  c. placards.   d. cyclostyle machine. 

 

34. According to Don Anselmo, the real owners of the trees were ____________.    

a. Don Anselmo himself    b. the Americans 

c. the children of Rio en Medio.  d. the story teller 

 

35. Grandma wanted a house ______________ .   

a. in a tree top  b. beside a river  c. on a beach   d. in a forest  

 

36.  The person who helped Roma was______________ . 

a. a motorist     b. an auto rickshaw driver  

c. a car driver      d. a truck driver 

 

37.   “Tomorrow morning we perform for the boy” who said this? 

 a. Ustad Allah Rakha    b. Pandit Ravi Shankar     

c. Moustachioed man        d. Organizer 

 

38.  The musical instrument mentioned in the poem ‘Jazz Poem Two’ is ______________ . 

a. flute  b. tabla    c. saxophone    d. Sitar 

 

39.  When Satish was confined to bed, the whole world seemed him to be like _______. 

a. bright and fine     b. dark and silent.  

c. beautiful and attractive    d. amazing and wonderful.  

 

40. The Turtuk sector in Kargil was named after the memory of Hanifuddin __________ .  

a. activeness      b. musical group.  

c. talents.      d. bravery.  

 

 

 

ΩΩΩΩΩΩΩ     END    ΏΏΏΏΏΏΏ 
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